by Guillaume *; and, second, in the use of the "fadenthermometer " or thread thermometer as described by Mahlke. 2 The original accounts of these two methods are not available in English and neither of them has been discussed very fully. In view of this and of the further fact that the standard of precision of mercurial as of other thermometry has continued to advance since the original publications, it seems worth while to treat the subject in some detail. For various suggestions as to both form and substance the writer is much indebted to other members of the heat division, and especially to Dr. H. C. Dickinson.
THE STANDARD SCALE
It is universally considered desirable that statements of temperature should be made in terms of the scale of the ideal-gas thermometer as an ultimate standard. This scale, also called the "thermodynamic scale," is at present represented by a series of 1 Zeitschrift fur Instrumentenkunde, 12, p. 69; 1892. 13, p. 155; 1893-2 Ibid., 13, p. 58; 1893- 
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Bulletin of the Bureau of Standards [Voi.s.No.t numerical values assigned to certain reproducible "fixed points" at which primary standard determinations of temperature have been made by using gas thermometers filled with helium, hydrogen, nitrogen, or air. Such a gas thermometer gives directly only readings in terms of its own individual scale, but if the properties of the gas have been sufficiently investigated, corrections may be applied which convert these readings into values of the temperature on the ideal-gas scale. Usually, though not always, these corrections are less than the uncertainties of even the. best determinations of temperature by the gas thermometer.
On account of the difficulties of accurate work with the gas thermometer, some discrepancies still exist in the values obtained for definite fixed points, and the corrections for reducing to the idealgas scale are also somewhat in doubt, though this latter uncertainty is relatively unimportant. The series of numbers to be adopted as the most probable values, on the ideal-gas scale, of the temperatures of any set of fixed points, is therefore to a small extent a matter of opinion. We shall therefore use equations (3), (4), and (5) in preference to the apparently simpler but really less convenient equation (2) .
Numerical values of a will be considered in section 6, but we now proceed to the consideration of the quantities n and t, which appear in the second members of equations (3) The mercury in S' is always small in volume; its temperature also will seldom vary greatly between c and e; hence we shall make only a negligible error if we assume the mean temperature of S' to be the same as the temperature at its lower end c where it joins the bulb. If, then, we imagine the cylindrical bulb extended upward and the mercury now in S' run down without change of temperature into this extension; and if we next lower the whole fadenthermometer by a short distance ra till this imaginary new position of the meniscus (instead of the end of the bulb F) is at the level c, the mean temperature of the mercury in the whole fadenthermometer will now be the same On account of the difficulty of construction, the transition from stem to bulb in the fadenthermometer is usually somewhat irregular and there is frequently a slight enlargement at the junction. The correct setting and the point which is to be considered as the end of the bulb, from which / is measured, are thus often somewhat uncertain, and it is doubtful whether Mahlke's method presents any real advantage over the simpler method of setting always at the same point and using a fixed value of /, applying the secondary stem correction in the few cases where it is worth while. Let n = y be the number of scale divisions per centimeter, measured at room temperature. We then have, by equation (8) N,~nl (9) so that equation (7) 
